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Abstract
We report on a fast simulation method to investigate the movement of an atom induced by the tip during lateral
manipulation with a scanning tunneling microscope. The simulation is based on a model assuming the atom moving in
the combined potential of tip and surface. The pathway of the tip is subdivided in small steps, and the atomic position
for each step is calculated by an iterative algorithm searching for the closest energetic minimum. The method is
demonstrated for manipulation on the (1 1 1) surface of an fcc metal. Our model calculations predict which energetic
minima of the surface are attained by the atom during manipulation. The details of the modelled manipulation curves
allow a precise description of the atomic pathway in dependence on manipulation direction and positioning of the tip
relative to the atom. Furthermore, the simulation predicts a transition from the so-called pulling to sliding manipulation mode upon reducing tip–surface distance, well in agreement with general experimental observations. To test our
algorithm we present experimental results for the manipulation of iodine on Cu(1 1 1) along the ½2 
1
1 direction and
compare them to simulated manipulation curves. The comparison allows for a complete understanding of all details in
atomic movements during manipulation along a complicated path. Ó 2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
Keywords: Scanning tunneling microscopy; Single crystal surfaces

1. Introduction
Lateral manipulation of single atoms and molecules allows the build-up of nano-structures in an
atom by atom way. The possibility to assemble
small structures with atomic precision oﬀers a va-
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riety of new experiments on the atomic scale. Until
now, structures with up to 100 atoms have been
formed [1,2], and it has been demonstrated that a
variety of adsorbates and even substrate atoms can
be moved to desired positions by lateral manipulation [3,4]. Also larger molecules such as diiodobenzene, porphyrin or C60 have been manipulated
[5–7]. By recording the tip height (feedback loop
signal) or the tunneling current during the manipulation process, detailed information on the
adsorbate movement can be gained in real time [8].
The atom-by-atom assembly of larger structures is,
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however, very time consuming, demonstrating a
serious drawback of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) manipulation for future applications. Obviously, an automation of at least parts
of the manipulation process is desirable for advanced applications. One step in this direction is a
better understanding and interpretation of the
feedback loop signal during manipulation. For a
detailed quantitative understanding of the data
quite elaborate theoretical work has to be performed [9,10]. However, these calculations are very
time consuming and, therefore, limited in real time
implementation.
Here we present a simple simulation method,
operating rather fast and yielding a good qualitative understanding of the tip height curves
or tunneling current signals. The optimum path
for atom movement, using the smallest necessary
force, can be easily predicted by these simulations.
This is an important issue, since any excess strain
on the tip apex could result in its destruction.
In an STM manipulation experiment performed
in constant current mode the change in tip height
gives insight into the processes during the lateral
manipulation [8]. Monitoring the change in tip
height exhibits a signiﬁcant advantage compared
to other techniques for controlling the manipulation process, since the tip height curves immediately show the success of the manipulation. Thus,
the simulation should provide information corresponding to these tip height curves obtained by the
experiment. Since the calculations are performed
in constant height mode, the change in tunneling
current is monitored as in many theoretical investigations on STM, therefore, the manipulation
curves presented here show changes in tunneling
current instead of the tip height. This approach is
possible because the tunneling current signal in
constant height mode oﬀers a similar information
as the tip height in constant current mode, while
simulating with constant tip height reduces the
computation time remarkably.

2. Simulation method
The main idea of the presented simulation is to
model the overall potential energy surface formed

by both, STM tip and substrate surface. In this
potential, the adsorbate, considered as a spherically shaped, metal-like atom, moves without the
action of any other force. The tip is moved in
constant height over the surface along a given path
in small steps. After each step, the most probable
adsorbate position is determined by searching for
the closest local potential minimum thereby assuming the hollow site as the favorable adsorption
position. The inﬂuence of temperature is included
using a Boltzmann distributed probability for the
adsorbate to overcome potential barriers.
2.1. Surface and tip potential
The surface is assumed to be a continuous, sinusoidal potential with the hexagonal symmetry of
the (1 1 1) surface of an fcc crystal. Such a potential can be achieved by a superposition of three
sinusoidal waves:
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In this equation, U0 is the potential amplitude
and d the lattice constant of the fcc crystal. Two
kinds of hollow sites can be identiﬁed on the fcc
(1 1 1) surface, namely fcc and hcp, depending of
the absence or existence of a substrate atom in the
second layer underneath the hollow site. Since the
second layer potential is not included, the simulation is not diﬀerentiating between fcc and hcp
hollow sites.
The tip potential has to fulﬁl the following two
conditions. First, it has to provide a wide range
attractive potential to model the attraction between two metal atoms until they reach point
contact. Second, in order to simulate the point
contact, a repulsive force has to be included for
very short tip–adsorbate distances. A Morsepotential is known to meet both constraints.
( rﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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K
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For this potential, the equilibrium position is
given by r0 and the position of the adsorbate by r.
The constant K corresponds to the spring constant
of a harmonic oscillator for the truncated expansion of the Morse-potential, and D equals to the
potential at inﬁnite tip–adsorbate distance, whereas
the potential energy for the equilibrium position,
U ðr0 Þ, is set to zero. For distances r < r0 , the potential becomes repulsive, otherwise it is attractive.
The characterisation of the substrate and tip potentials with these simple formulas involves, of
course, several simpliﬁcations and approximations. Special tip conditions or adsorbate shapes
are neglected. Furthermore, the surface potential
as well as the tip potential are assumed to be independent on the tip height, although, in fact, the
surface potential is known to be inﬂuenced slightly
by the presence of the tip and vice versa which is of
importance for some systems. The complete description of these eﬀects is beyond the simple
model used in this paper. The present approach
reveals, however, a straight-forward, qualitative
understanding of the experimental situation, while
keeping the computational eﬀort at minimum.
2.2. Temperature
Temperature eﬀects are taken into account by
including a Boltzmann-probability to overcome
potential barriers. This is realised using a Metropolis-algorithm [11], which weights the new
atom position with energy Eiþ1 with a probability
pi;iþ1 depending on the energy of the previous atom
position, Ei :
pi;iþ1 ¼ 1;

Eiþ1  Ei < 0

pi;iþ1 ¼ exp f  ðEi  Eiþ1 Þ=kT g;

ð3Þ
Eiþ1  Ei > 0
ð4Þ

For each step of the tip, the computation of an
adequate number of adsorbate steps is necessary to
guarantee the equilibrium of the process. This
corresponds to a higher adsorbate velocity compared to the velocity of the tip in accordance with
the experimental conditions. By changing the number of adsorbate steps after one tip step, the inﬂuence of diﬀerent manipulation velocities is easily
taken into account.
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With the calculated adsorbate position, the
distance between tip apex and adsorbate, z, can be
determined, giving a value for the tunneling current, since the tunneling current is exponentially
dependent on the tip-sample distance.
n
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ o
I / exp  A Uz
ð5Þ
With this equation,pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where U is the metal work
function and A ¼ 2 2me =h, the tunneling current
is calculated in arbitrary units.

3. Results
3.1. Transition from pulling to sliding
In the following, we ﬁrst brieﬂy describe the
general features of manipulation curves before the
simulation results are presented. For an attractive
interaction between tip and adsorbate, the experimental manipulation is performed either in pulling or sliding mode. The manipulation curve is
continuous for the latter, while it is discontinuous
for the former mode, as described in [8]. In the case
of small molecules and attractive forces, the third
manipulation mode, pushing, is only rarely observed, mainly for manipulations along step edges.
While increasing the strength of interaction by
reducing the tip height, the manipulation mode is
changing from pulling to sliding. This is due to
the fact that the adsorbate is mainly following the
substrate minima in the case of weak tip–adsorbate interaction resulting in the pulling mode, exhibiting the discontinuities of the adsorbate jumps.
In the case of small tip heights and therefore
strong tip–adsorbate interactions, the inﬂuence of
the substrate potential becomes more and more
negligible and the adsorbate is straightly following
the tip. The result is the continuous sliding mode.
These experimental ﬁndings [12] are very well reproduced by the simulation. The hexagonal substrate surface and one path of the tip is shown in
Fig. 1a. The simulated tunneling current curves for
this situation are shown in Fig. 1b, where the tip
height is gradually decreased by about 6% from
case 1, which is a pulling curve, to case 4 showing
the sliding mode. The amplitude in the tunneling
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Fig. 1. Transition from pulling to sliding while decreasing the tip height. (a) Sketch of the manipulation geometry. The tip is drawn
directly on top of a close-packed row (black arrow). The adsorbate is following the tip, visiting the substrate minima beside the tip path
as indicated by the circles. (b) Tunneling current curves are shown over the lateral tip position. From 1 to 4 the tip height is decreased
by 6%. With decreasing tunneling distance the interaction between tip and adsorbate increases which leads to (i) a change of the
manipulation mode from pulling to sliding and (ii) to an increase in total tunneling current. The overall change in tunneling current,
Dh, is higher for the pulling mode than for the sliding mode which indicates a weaker interaction for the pulling than the sliding mode.

current, Dh, is related to the strength of the tip–
adsorbate interaction [10]. For a strong tip–
adsorbate interaction, the amplitude is small as
seen in the sliding curves. For the pulling mode,
the interaction is weak and Dh becomes larger,
which is evidently reproduced in Fig. 1b.
3.2. Dependence on diﬀerent starting points of the
manipulation path
During the manipulation, the change in the
tunneling current indicates the distances between
the adsorption sites adopted by the adsorbate. For
the ease of discussion we assume arbitrarily the
starting position of the atom to be an fcc site. If
the tip is drawn directly over a closed-packed row,
the adsorbate jumps only in the fcc hollow sites.
Thus, the distances shown in the manipulation
curve correspond to the nearest neighbor distance
of the crystal as marked in Fig. 1.
Varying the manipulation by shifting the starting point of the tip way relative to the adsorbate
results in diﬀerent adsorbate movements which can
be deduced directly from the manipulation curves.

For the simulations described next, the manipulation angle is kept constant while the tip starting
position path is gradually shifted relative to the
adsorbed atom as shown in Fig. 2. On the left side,
the tip path and the movement of the atom is
shown. In the topmost path (a) the tip is moved
directly over a close-packed row, whereas in the
lowest path (c) the starting position of the tip has
been shifted and is exactly in between two substrate atoms. An intermediate manipulation path
is displayed in (b). On the right hand side, the
corresponding manipulation curves are presented.
The topmost manipulation curve (a) exhibits the
characteristic shape of the pulling mode, it shows
discontinuities separated by the nearest neighbor
distance d. Upon gradually shifting the tip starting position towards the position between two
substrate atoms, the manipulation curves show
signiﬁcant changes from pulling steps with the
nearest neighbor distance d to steps of the distance
d=2, while at the same time the amplitude, Dh, of
the tunneling current is decreasing. The ﬁrst observation is due to the fact that the adsorbate is
adopting only fcc hollow sites for the ﬁrst case,
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3.3. Dependence on the manipulation angle

Fig. 2. Manipulation geometry and corresponding tunneling
current curves for three diﬀerent tip paths. The curves are displayed with an oﬀset. (a) shows the same curve as in Fig. 1. For
(b) and (c), the starting point of the tip has been shifted relative
to the adsorbed atom. This results in a change in the manipulation curve due to the fact that additional substrate minima are
transiently visited by the atom in (b). The shorter remain time is
sketched by circles with smaller radii. In the last case (c) the two
diﬀerent substrate minima are equally visited leading to equal
peaks in the tunneling current curves with half the distance
between the peaks as compared to (a).

while it shortly remains also in the hcp minima
when the manipulation path is shifted. (The
shorter remaining time is indicated by the circles
with smaller radii in Fig. 2.) Therefore, additional
peaks arise in the tunneling current curve (b). For
the last case (c), the two substrate minima are
visited equally and the diﬀerence in the tunneling
current peaks is vanished. The decrease in amplitude, Dh, is caused by an increase in the interaction
between tip and adsorbate from situation (a) to
(c). From this it is possible to conclude that the
mean tip sample distance is smaller in the latter
case, while it is larger when the adsorbate stays
only in one kind of adsorption sites.

Similar to the dependence on the parallel shift of
the manipulation path, the manipulation curve
also depends on the manipulation angle. By rotating the manipulation direction, the tip is passing
over both types of minima, fcc and hcp, and the
adsorbate is trying to follow the tip as close as
possible while at the same time staying in the
substrate minima [13]. Therefore, the adsorbate
adopts both minima which results in a change to
smaller distances between the peaks in the manipulation curve. This is shown in Fig. 3 where
results for two diﬀerent manipulation angles are
presented. In Fig. 3a the manipulation starts with
longer jumps until the other type of minima is also
visited, resulting in additional discontinuities in
the tunneling current curve. In Fig. 3b the adsorbate mainly performs short distance jumps, apart
from two long distance jumps needed to remain
at the tip. These long distance jumps are clearly
observed in the tunneling current curves. When
performing long distance jumps, the interaction
becomes weaker, resulting in a large amplitude,
while the amplitude remains small in the case of
strong tip–adsorbate interaction.
3.4. Analysis of experimental data: manipulation
along the [2 1 1] direction
The simulation method is ﬁnally applied to determine the precise path of an adsorbate during an
experimental manipulation. The lateral manipulation has been performed with a single iodine atom,
which is pulled along the ½2 1 1 direction on a
Cu(1 1 1) surface. The STM images before and
after the manipulation and the corresponding lateral manipulation curve are shown in Fig. 4. In
Fig. 4a the iodine atom is on the left side of the
image, and an arrow indicates the manipulation
path. Fig. 4b is recorded after the manipulation.
The iodine atom has been moved to the right. The
structure of the manipulation curve displayed in
Fig. 4c is more complicated than the previously
measured curves which has been performed along
a close-packed row direction [8]. In the following,
we ﬁrst discuss the experimental details. Then we
extract the characteristic distances from the curve
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Fig. 3. Manipulation path and tunneling current curve for two diﬀerent manipulation paths rotated with respect to the close-packed
row. The left ﬁgure shows the path of the tip and the resulting movement of the adsorbate. Transiently visited substrate minima are
displayed by small circle radii. In the right graphs the corresponding tunneling current curves are shown. The tunneling current curve
(b) clearly exhibits two long distance jumps performed by the atom.

and ﬁnally use the simulation to understand the
characteristic shape of the curve.
The manipulation starts by deﬁning the desired
start- and end-point. First, the tip is scanned forth
and back between both points with the same tunneling parameters as used for imaging. This produces two of the upper curves in Fig. 4c lying
nearly on top of each other with a peak on the left
side, indicating the initial position of the iodine
atom. Then the tip is again at the starting position
and the manipulation is initiated by reducing the
tunneling voltage, resulting in a decrease of the tip
. The tip is moved over the
height of about 2 A
adsorbate while the change in tip height is monitored. This is shown in the lower line in Fig. 4c, the
actual manipulation curve. At the end-point of this
manipulation the tip is drawn back to its original
height. The ﬁnal position of the iodine atom can be
seen in the third upper curve indicated by the peak
on the right side.

The experimental manipulation curve exhibits a
,
periodicity with a characteristic distance of 4.42 A
which is marked by thin vertical lines. A sketch of
the periodic structure is shown in the insert of Fig.
4c. It consists of two maxima, which are separated
, respectively. The
by distances of 1.47 and 2.94 A
ratio between these distances is 1:2, which equals
the ratio between the distances between fcc and
hcp sites along the ½2 1 1 direction. In addition,
a phase shift is observable in the manipulation
curve. Grey bars indicate parts in the manipulation curve where the periodic pattern shifts. This
is shown by the black arrows, which each are
pointing at the beginning of a periodic unit as
displayed in the insert. The position of the arrow
 with respect to
in the middle is shifted by 2.21 A
the thin lines.
To understand the mentioned details during the
manipulation, a simulation along the ½2 1 1 direction was performed (Fig. 5). For the manipulation
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Fig. 4. Experimental iodine manipulation curve on Cu(1 1 1). (a) STM image before manipulation of iodine along the ½2 1 1 direction.
The white arrow indicates the manipulation direction. (b) STM image after manipulation. The iodine has moved from the upper left to
the lower right part. (c) Tip height curve for the iodine manipulation. The upper lines are due to pre-scans before and after the
manipulation with normal imaging parameters. The lower curve is the measured change in tip height during manipulation. The pe are separated by grey lines, and a sketch of the periodic unit is shown in the insert. Two occurring
riodic units with a distance of 4.42 A
phase shifts are indicated by grey areas. Black arrows are pointing at the beginning of three periodic units, and it can been seen that the
positions of the arrows with respect to the thin grey lines are shifted.

directly along the ½2 
1
1 direction, the simulated
tunneling current signal exhibits clear discontinuities. These are due to long jumps of the adsorbate
around the substrate atoms without remaining in
the passed substrate minima, as indicated with the
long curved arrows in Fig. 5a. Since the experimental curve displayed in Fig. 4c rarely shows
discontinuities, the path of the iodine is usually
diﬀerent from this situation.
For a small rotation of the manipulation direction the adsorbate starts to perform smaller jumps,
remaining in additional substrate minima (Fig.
5b). This is reﬂected by the change in the tunneling

current curve, which becomes continuous. One
exception is the ﬁrst jump in Fig. 5b, where the
adsorbate is still avoiding the passed minima.
From these simulation results it is possible to
determine the complete iodine movement in detail.
Fig. 5c shows a sketch of the experimental situation. The adsorbate is moving around the substrate atoms, visiting all passed substrate minima,
instead of jumping over them. Because of this,
the tip height curve shows mainly a continuous
movement with the characteristic shape displayed
in the insert in Fig. 5c. From time to time the atom
has to jump into the neighboring row to follow the
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Fig. 5. Simulation of the manipulation along the ½2 1 1 direction. (a) Manipulation along the ½2 1 1 direction. In this case the simulation results in proper jumps over the substrate atoms, which corresponds to a discontinuous current signal. (b) The manipulation
direction is rotated by 1.2°. Now the adsorbate is transiently visiting additional substrate minima. This leads to a change in the
tunneling current signal, which becomes continuous. (c) The complete simulation of the experimental data presented in Fig. 4. A jump
, explaining the observed phase shift in the experimental curve in Fig. 4c.
of the iodine into a neighboring row yields a shift of 2.21 A


tip path causing the observed phase shift of 2.21 A
in the tip height signal. From this it is possible to
conclude that the experimental curve presented in

Fig. 4c has been performed with a small angle with
respect to the ½2 1 1 direction, and we can precisely
determine the substrate minima visited by the
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iodine atom. The observed phase shifts are due to
a jump of the adsorbate into the neighboring row.
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further insight into the detailed manipulation
process.
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